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It can be easily argued that from the creation of the Irish State and well into the 1960s Catholicism was at its apex in Ireland, as the institutional Church turned out to be one of the great victors of the nation's war for independence. As shown by Patsy McGarry, it was a time when "Ireland was producing so many priests and nuns that between one-third and a half of them went on the missions" 1 . In an article about Catholic and national identity, however, Timothy J. White shows that, despite appearances, "By the late 1950s and early 1960s, the integration of Catholicism and national identity which had delayed or prevented the secularisation that had come to the rest of Europe finally yielded to those forces associated with the arrival of industrialisation and urbanisation 2 ." In fact, just as Irish nationalism, which had achieved most of its objectives by the 1960s, had paradoxically become exhausted at that time -as shown by the decision to apply for EEC membership in 1961 -it seems that the high point of its most faithful ally, the Catholic Church, had also already passed in Ireland by the end of that decade 3 . It is therefore legitimate to wonder whether Ireland's will to join in the European project was the result of or further entailed the weakening position of the Catholic Church in Ireland, and how the latter reacted to those changing circumstances. How did the Church react to the gradual crumbling down of its monopoly within Irish society at a time when the country started becoming more liberal-minded, increasingly founding its hopes on the emerging liberal and secular European Community? To try and answer this question, we shall first have a closer look at the way EEC membership has transformed the relationship between Church and State since Ireland started its liberal dawn in the late 1950s. This should lead us to note that the Church's loss of its monopoly in Ireland has not meant the disappearance of its influence in the public sphere. In fact, the Church has pragmatically and successfully adapted its views on the European project over the years in order to survive. This has, in turn, brought about a redefinition of its perceived role both within Irish society and within the European Union.
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On an institutional level, the liberal 4 dawn of the sixties started in Ireland when Seán Lemass became Taoiseach in 1959, since he engendered, along with Ken Whitaker 5 , what Liam Ryan calls the "creation of the second Ireland 6 " -the one that came after de Valera's. Even though Seán Lemass had been, as minister in de Valera's government, an advocate of isolationism, he decided, as Taoiseach, that it was time for Ireland to improve its grim economy by trading isolationism for free trade. As underlined by Marie-Claire Considère-Charon: "Tandis que le projet de marché commun se consolidait peu à peu, l'Irlande allait à son tour redéfinir ses orientations et ses priorités. Une nouvelle logique économique sous le signe de l'ouverture allait se mettre en place 7 ." Recognising that Ireland's size, its geographical location and its insularity somewhat hindered the country's economic boom, Lemass nonetheless claimed that these obstacles could be removed by a new and appropriate economic strategy. As a result, crucial policy changes were brought together in Thomas Kenneth Whitaker's seminal paper Economic Development (1958) . These policies were, as shown by John Bradley, "a heady and novel mix of commitment to trade liberalisation, a range of direct and indirect grant aid to private firms, and a singular incentive of zero corporation profit tax exports 8 ". An attractive corporation tax rate and the absence of tariffs were, however, but a beginning in the creation of this second Ireland which, according to Liam Ryan, "brought economic as well as psychological transformation to the country by providing a solid economic base 9 ". It was in such a context that Ireland sent its application for EEC membership along with the British application in 1961.
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It is true that Ireland could barely have done otherwise once the British Prime Minister Macmillan had announced the intention of the UK to apply for membership, as the 1938 Anglo-Irish Trade Agreement had made the UK Ireland's greatest trading partner. Yet there are reasons to believe that the application also corresponded to a genuine will on the part of the Irish government to join in the new economic perspective opened up by the European Economic Community. Even though the joint Anglo-Irish application was rejected due to General de Gaulle's staunch refusal to let the UK become a new EECmember -to be finally accepted in 1972 under Georges Pompidou's presidency -the seriousness with which the Irish took their application was demonstrated in the educational domain. After the war, most European countries had developed an egalitarian vision of society in which education had a key role to play. Equal educational opportunities, it was believed, would enable the disadvantaged to climb the social ladder. In Ireland, however, education had remained the stronghold of the Catholic Church, and "the Church's concentration on the humane disciplines, and its endorsement of the classical liberal education tradition had resulted in technical knowledge being undervalued 10 ". In 1966, the -originally European -Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) published a report entitled "Investment in Education". The OECD reproached the Irish education system for having a strong degree of class differentiation at secondary and third levels and it strongly recommended a change in the Irish curricular emphasis from the classical humanist traditionchampioned by the Church -to "applied knowledge", that is to say to a form of knowledge that could serve economic development. In the wake of the OECD report, the Department of Education decided to design new school curricula that would serve the needs of an industrial economy. The Department of Education's decision to take the advice of the OECD cannot be underestimated, as it represented a fundamental philosophical shift in thinking on education. 11 The government's decision to answer the needs of the Irish economy in spite of the Church's unwillingness to yield power in the educational domain and, thereby, its decision to put an end to what had been the guiding principle in education since the late 19 th century, shows that Irish politics and Irish society had already started having more secular preoccupations in the mid-1960s. Whether they were, at a political level, brought into the country by OECD reports or, at a social level, by the foreign media and their foreign programmes (and we are thinking, here, of the BBC), the more secular and liberal preoccupations of most Western societies had well and truly penetrated Irish society by the end of the sixties.
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In fact, the ease with which these crucial new policies were carried out and accepted in Ireland tends to show that the country was already partly secularised at that stage. Truly, one could believe that, due to the withdrawal of Irish society into an inclusive form of nationalism progressively associated with Catholicism through the 19 th century, and to the isolationism championed by the Church-State-Nation triangle in De Valera's moral community, Ireland did not experience modernity. However, this interpretation ignores the fact that one of the main characteristics of modernity was, after all, the creation of new political communities. In its efforts to "restore" the Irish nation to the way it used to be under the banner of religion, nationalism in Ireland was much more a political project -a future-oriented political belief and ideology that made ample use of the past to legitimise its present claims -than a religious one. Irish nationalists were in fact unconsciously changing the divine order by imposing their own nationalist -and therefore human -will onto this order. Even though the modern political ideology adopted by modern Ireland -its political belief -was a mix of nationalism and of Ultramontane Catholicism which rejected modern, secular values, it can be argued that Irish society started its own secularisation process from the very moment it adopted this very political ideology. Thus, despite appearances, De Valera's moral community was never completely achieved -and it was speedily dismissed once the time had come. If this explains why the changes adopted in the 1960s, and notably the decision to apply for EEC membership, were easily accepted by most of the Irish, it does not account for the Irish hierarchy's acceptance of the latter. In fact, this was probably due to the redefinition of Catholic practices and of the role of the Church in society brought about by the second Vatican Council. Started in 1962, the council, which consisted in an effort to adapt the Catholic Church to the modern world, encouraged -albeit unconsciously -the advance of secularisation, since it recognised the modern values of private judgement and of pluralism it had until then intransigently fought. With Vatican II, the Catholic Church was turning the page on the intransigent chapter of its history, no less. However reluctantly, the Irish Catholic hierarchy -which for the most part could not see any point in changing anything within the Church, as there were but few visible signs of secularisation in Ireland at the time -followed Rome's instructions, thereby remaining faithful to its tradition of unquestioning obedience to the Holy See. It consequently gave the Irish government more leeway in terms of economic policies. What is more, there is another reason why the Second Vatican Council participated in the Irish clergy's acceptance of the EEC-membership. In an article on "Religious phenomena and European Identification", Alfredo Canavero and Jean-Dominique Durand emphasised that:
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Even though it would be fair to think that, due to Ireland's neutrality during the war and the apparent good health of Catholicism there, the Irish bishops did not share as much in the feeling of solidarity as, say, their French counterparts, this does not mean that they did not experience it at all. Upon coming back from Rome, Irish bishops were probably much more willing to show themselves more enthusiastic about Ireland's membership in the EEC than in the 1950s, be it to control the change that was bound to emerge from it. Indeed, by the mid-1960s, they were increasingly aware of the fact that Ireland was becoming visibly more secular. As confirmed by Timothy J. White: In 1972, however, the year when its EC-membership joint application with the UK was finally accepted, Ireland still bore nearly all of the characteristics of a Third-World country. Its unbalanced economy was marked by high unemployment and emigration levels as well as by bad infrastructures and a poorly skilled and insufficient workforce 14 . Things were soon to change for the better, though, in the Emerald Isle, thanks to continued economic reform and massive EEC investments. Thus, as emphasised by John Bradley:
The Irish economic policy-making environment during this period can be characterised as having shifted from one appropriate to a dependent state on the periphery of the UK to that of a region more fully integrated into an encompassing European economy. Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) renovated and boosted Irish productive capacity. The Single Market provided the primary source of demand. All that remained was for a big push on improvement in physical infrastructure, education and training, and this arrived in the form of a dramatic innovation in regional policy at the EU level 15 .
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The link between Ireland's EEC membership and its improving economy certainly explains why the Irish have been so favourable to the European project by 31 December 1992. Economically, at least, this meant that the Irish were ready to do away with their insular mentality to adopt, instead, a more global stand. In an article published in the Jesuit magazine Studies in 1989, the then European Commissioner Irishborn Peter D. Sutherland stated that it would be unfair to characterise the positive attitude of the Irish towards Europe "as simply a reflection of the widespread understanding that membership has brought substantial economic benefit 18 ". He then reminded his readers that in a survey conducted in Ireland at the end of 1988, 79 per cent expressed the belief that Ireland had gained through membership as against, for example, 47 per cent and 55 per cent respectively in the UK and West Germany. Similarly, the Catholic Church in Ireland at the time was quite zealous to show its endearment to the European project. If it did, it was probably because it was aware, at that stage, of the fact that Ireland's political ideal of a moral community was but a remnant from the past, as testified by the issue dedicated to "Secularisation in Ireland" in Studies in 1985. In the editorial of the Jesuit magazine, it was admitted that "The Republic is no longer universally Roman Catholic and Nationalist as it seemed to be in the 1950s". It was also underlined that secularisation can be seen positively, as it helps people "move away from the easy reliance on an overinstitutionalised Church to a more personal choice of faith", and therefore leads to "better religious individuals 19 ". Following this idea that modernity and secularisation were forces to be reckoned with rather than fought, the Irish Catholic Church no longer had any reason to show itself half-hearted when it came to the European project. In fact, the Irish hierarchy had to embrace the European project if it wanted to influence it. This is how we can understand why the Irish bishops declared in a lengthy statement in 1979 on the occasion of the first direct election to the European Parliament: "We must go beyond the merely economic aspect of the European Community and see the desire that was there at its beginning and has remained at its heart 20 ."
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Ireland's growing integration into the European Community nevertheless remained a true challenge for the Catholic Church in Ireland, as European Laws participated in the further secularisation of the country's laws and Constitution -which had been inspired by Catholic teachings -and led, therefore, to a gradual dismantlement of the Church's moral monopoly in Irish society. The year Ireland became a member State, the Lynch government held a referendum asking the Irish to consent to the deletion of the clause in Article 44 of the 1937 Constitution which recognised the "special position" of the Catholic Church. The huge support in favour of the deletion of the clause (85 per cent) can nonetheless be seen as the obedience -however reluctant it might have been -of Irish Catholics to the new precepts of Vatican II that championed a more ecumenical view of religion. If this was the case, Rome and not Brussels remained Ireland's external referent at that date. One year later, in 1973, however, the same Irish Catholic hierarchy distanced itself from its until then usual, dogmatic stand during the debate over Mary Robinson's highly polemical private member's bill to liberalise the import and sale of contraceptives in the Emerald Isle. Even though the Catholic hierarchy strongly warned against the dark effects of generalising access to contraceptives, they declared: "There are many things which the Catholic Church holds to be morally wrong and no one has ever suggested, least of all the Church herself, that they should be prohibited by the State 21 ." Rejected by the Dáil in March 1974, the bill never became law. The Fine Gael/Labour coalition led by FitzGerald that was elected in 1981 nonetheless felt boosted by this new attitude of the Catholic hierarchy towards politics and did not hide its ambition to further ensure the . More concretely, EC Law sometimes directly overruled some of Ireland's most "traditional" (read Catholic) laws, as was partially the case in the X case. In 1992, the Irish High Court forbade a pregnant Irish teenager who had been raped to travel abroad to interrupt her pregnancy. This decision was motivated by article 40.3.3 of the Irish Constitution whereby: "The State acknowledges the right to life of the unborn and, with due regard to the equal right to life to the mother, guarantees in its laws to respect, as far as predictable, by its laws to defend and vindicate that right 24 ." In March 1992, the Supreme Court judged otherwise and repealed the teenager's travel ban. Following this decision by the Supreme Court a referendum on abortion was held in November 1992. In this referendum, 65% of Irish voters judged that suicide was a sufficient threat to justify an abortion, 60% were in favour of the right to information on abortion services and 62% of them believed that the prohibition of abortion should not limit the right to travel abroad to avail of such services. Judging by the results of the referendum, which by and large approved of the Supreme Court's decision, it seems that by the early 1990s it was not only the Irish government, but Irish civil society as a whole that had started taking Brussels instead of Rome as its new external referent, if not as its referee 25 . This tendency was confirmed, one year later, when a directive from the European Court of Human Rights calling for the decriminalisation of homosexual acts between two consenting adults made Ireland pass some legislation which legalised homosexuality 26 . According to Louise Fuller, such change shows that, in the area of social legislation, "by the 1980s and 1990s not only were bishops less able to influence politicians, but politicians themselves did not have the last word as to legislation, nor did the national courts have absolute discretion as to its interpretation 27 ". European institutions now have to be reckoned with. This phenomenon, which has affected all of Closer to Brussels than to Rome? The EU as the new external referent for a se...
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the Member States, is not specific to Ireland, but demonstrates the extent to which the latter has become integrated into the European Union in spite of its national/religious specificity.
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No doubt, belonging to the European Union has been a permanent source of transformation for Ireland's own public space and, therefore, for its national identity. As boasted by the Department of Foreign Affairs in its website on "Ireland in Europe": "Membership has contributed to rapid progress in a range of areas including the development of agriculture, industry and services. It is estimated that 700,000 jobs have been created in Ireland during the years of membership and that trade has increased 90 fold 28 ." As a result, the 1990s saw the creation of a so-called "Celtic Tiger Ireland" characterised by sustained high levels of economic growth. Ireland's Gross Domestic Product increased by 9.8 per cent in 1998 and by 10. . This change in the Irish economy undeniably opened new horizons in Irish society, which gradually became more confident and outward looking. With a now transformed economy, largely opened to foreign investments and based on a thriving service industry, Ireland's sense of identity was bound to be altered by permanent contact with otherness, whether that otherness be European (due to a continued integration into the European Union) or North American (due to the huge amount of US investments in the Irish economy). To the extent that the Catholic Church in Ireland, which is now seen as just yet another organisation, no longer defines Ireland's national identity. Indeed, "Modern Ireland is the nation of the Celtic Tiger rather than the land of saints and scholars (which, it could be argued, was a rather romantic notion anyway). Gone are the days when there were no weddings and dances during Lent. Vocations to priesthood and religious life are nearly non-existent 30 ". On the one hand, the privileged position of the Church in Ireland can no longer be taken for granted. On the other hand, the current redefinition of the Church does not mean, I believe, its complete disappearance from the public arena. . This does not mean, however, that the link between Catholicism and today's Irish has been totally severed, but confirms the idea that "when it comes to giving expression to their beliefs, [the Irish] increasingly prefer a private to a communal setting 34 ". And this is shown by the fact that 60 per cent of Irish people still pray on a regular basis, which is a way for them to maintain some sort of a connection with the next world. In Ireland's secular Tiger society, Catholic identity and belief have become privatised, individualised and, therefore, plural. The sources of definition and of legitimisation of Catholic identity and belief no longer lie, as used to be the case, in the one moral community, but, on the Closer to Brussels than to Rome? The EU as the new external referent for a se...
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contrary, in the plurality of individuals who can either adopt them or reject them. Thus, the definition of Catholic identity has become somewhat fragmented in an Ireland where "the disaffection of the traditional Church has led many to a spiritual quest of their own 35 ". This idea was clearly expressed by columnist Colum Kenney, who wrote: "Hopefully, there will never be again a uniform 'Irish Catholic' but, instead, many Irish Catholics with personal identities based on open and authentic spiritual practice 36 ." It is not only their identity as Irish people, but also their identity as Catholics that most Irish do not expect the Roman Catholic institution to continue defining for them. Irish Catholics now want a more immediate, a more authentic and a more personal link with the next world. In doing so, they are in fact becoming more like the rest of their European counterparts. Now that the Irish choose to be Catholic -or not -in contemporary, globalised Ireland, Catholicism can no longer remain "la culture englobante de la société, même sous forme sécularisée 11 In a now redefined Irish society, in which Catholicism has progressively become a subculture, we can wonder how Ireland now conceives of the place of Catholicism both in its own and in the European public arena. As a pro-European, Ireland's ex-Taoiseach Bertie Ahern willingly recognised that taking Brussels instead of Rome as a new external referent through EU membership had played a vital role in his country's recent success story 40 . Yet Bertie Ahern also believed that the one did not necessarily exclude the other. Indeed, after a visit to Pope Benedict XVI in 2005, Ahern wrote in Ireland's The Irish Times that his meeting with the Pope was "a reminder of the values at the heart of the European project": "Our future can only be shaped with confidence when we are secularly rooted in our culture and in our community. One pillar of that culture is the Christian tradition. It is a culture of community, but one with deep respect for the individual.
[…] It is the foundation of our common European inheritance 41 ." Still according to Ahern, now that Ireland has become more confident thanks to EU membership, it should become more actively involved in the European project, whether politically, economically or culturally. Back in 1989, Irish professor of moral theology Enda McDonagh already believed that:
In its closer integration with Europe, Ireland and its people with their political and intellectual leaders will have a responsibility to further the dialogue between the political and transcendent dimensions of freedom. […] . It must also of course seek to cherish the rich, if diverse, Irish identity within an interdependent Europe in the face of any attempt at shallow homogenisation 42 . For the same reason, Ireland encouraged the mention of Europe's common past Christian heritage in the European constitution's preamble, while more fiercely secular countries such as France largely objected to it. Is Ireland therefore a country with a mission in the European public sphere? According to current editorialist of Studies, Fergus O'Donoghue, Ireland […] has become so much a part of the European project that we are now at its heart. Our recent membership of the UN Security Council shows that we are able to punch well above our weight. Our attempt to have God mentioned in the EU Constitution was itself a sign that we defend traditions and values, even when some understanding" of what they were asked to vote on (42%), the other two main reasons were the fear that "the introduction of a conscription into a European army was included in the treaty" (33%) and the fear that "it would end Ireland's control over the country's abortion policy 45 ". If these reasons were the ones given by the people having voted no, they were probably widely shared in Ireland, as 67% of respondents of a Eurobarometer poll considered that the "no" campaign was the more convincing one 46 . No matter what one thinks about those fears, they corroborate the idea that a considerable part of the Irish are still endeared to the principle of neutrality and to Catholic teachings in social matters, and that they want to defend them in (spite of) Brussels. This does not mean, however, that the Irish are now shying away from Brussels. In spite of the victory of the no vote, "60 per cent of voters felt that Ireland's interests were best pursued by remaining fully involved in the EU 47 ". A view shared by the island's new Taoiseach, Brian Cowen, who recently emphasised "[…] the imperative for Ireland to be fully engaged with our partners in the European Union" in Fianna Fáil parliamentary party in Galway 48 . Faring in a sea of serious global economic trouble, Ireland is aware of the importance to embrace the European project, be it to better control it. It does not seem willing, however, to sacrifice its Catholic heritage -still too often misleadingly confused for its national identity -to do so. This is why it is now more than time that one started studying in greater detail the influence both of Ireland as a Member State and of Irish Catholicism as a lobby in Brussels, on Europe's emerging public sphere -defined as " [ 
4.
The adjective liberal is used to describe social, economic and political views throughout this article. All three are derived from the elaboration, during the Enlightenment, of liberalism as an ideology advocating that politics should first and foremost protect individual rights and maximise individual freedom of choice. When used to describe social attitudes, it refers to a certain openness to the introduction of new ideas and to proposals of social reforms. When used in relation to politics, it refers to the belief that individuals should pursue their lives according to their own perception of the good and that the State should generally not dictate morality. Similarly, when used to describe economic perspectives, the word liberal refers to the idea that the state should not intervene too much in the economic realm and that an open economy should be preferred, therefore, to protectionism. Lastly, it is also used to describe the Church's classic perception of education in Ireland until the 1960s. In that context, the adjective liberal is to be understood in its original meaning as "Directed to general intellectual enlargement and refinement; not narrowly restricted to the requirements of technical or professional training" in The Oxford English Dictionary, Volume VIII (2 nd edition), Oxford, Oxford University Press, 1991, p. 881. 
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As pointed out by Maire Nic Ghiolla Phadraig: "The advance consultation with the hierarchy on policies of legislation impinging on sex, family life, or education gave way to informing them in advance, and then to the 1992 statement by An Taoiseach that he had no intention of talking to the bishops about the wording of an abortion referendum, and the 1993 permission for condom-vending machines again without notice to the bishops. The state, of course, has had a new external referent since joining the European Community and looks to Brussels rather than Rome for approval of policies as well as for financial support. 
"As a country
Ireland is now more successful, more confident and optimistic than at any time since the foundation of the State. We are a country transformed. And our EU membership has played a vital role in this transformation. We must not forget this. We must not take it for granted. 
